### People Selection Process

People selected. Total sample 
N=11,002

- Address unknown or absent: 499
- Death: 135
- Live outside our area: 42
- Severe physical or mental disease: 123
- Not able to fulfill questionnaire: 17
- Younger < 60 years: 8
- Older than 80 years with severe mobility problems (not able to attend the consult): 28

852 Excluded

10,150 Included

7,577 Answers

2,573 Non Respondent

- Questionnaire not returned: 2,326
- Refuse to answer: 177
- Data from other person: 70

### A. Knee Osteoarthritis evaluation

KHOA-SQ results

Revision by orthopedic surgeon?

- Not Revised by OS 
  n=4,690
  308 Negative 41 Positive

- Revised by OS 
  n=349
  308 Negative 41 Positive

- Not Revised by OS 
  n=1,423
  405 Negative 710 Positive

- Revised by OS 
  n=1,115
  405 Negative 710 Positive

### B. Hip Osteoarthritis evaluation

KHOA-SQ Results

Revision by orthopedic surgeon?

- Not Revised by OS 
  n=5,177
  643 Negative 49 Positive

- Revised by OS 
  n=692
  643 Negative 49 Positive

- Not Revised by OS 
  n=936
  433 Negative 339 Positive

- Revised by OS 
  n=772
  433 Negative 339 Positive